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Paralegal in IP law (m/f/d)
We know: Even though our main focus is on classical engineering areas
such as electrical engineering, it is not physics but rather chemistry that
ultimately decides when choosing an employer. Apply now. This is the only
way we can find out together whether you can add value to our
appreciative team.

Your advantage:
As a Paralegal in IP law (m/f/d), a comprehensive familiarization phase will be
followed by independent and autonomous work as a member of our team. We are
happy to offer you the opportunity to apply and further expand your existing
specialist knowledge.

What we offer:
Flexitime and attractive home office arrangements are complemented by 30 days of
annual paid leave, a 13th monthly salary, and modern workplaces. A range of
beverages, occasional meals and team activities round off the good atmosphere in
the offices of our law firm.

Our ideal candidate profile:
You have successfully completed your patent attorney training and love to work in a
structured manner, independently and diligently. You possess very good knowledge
of the German and English language. You are virtually hired already at this point if
you also enjoy working in a team and consider yourself extremely reliable and
committed to your work.

Who we are.
For over 70 years, the patent
attorneys at IP law firm Westphal,
Mussgnug & Partner have been
trusted partners who provide
individuals and companies with
advice and support in the process of
applying for protection of intellectual
property rights as well as in their
enforcement and commercialisation
in all technical areas – e.g. electrical
engineering, mechanical
engineering, mechatronics and
robotics.
Our mission and passion is to assist
our clients in turning their ideas into
success stories. The law firm’s
offices in Munich and in Villingen-
Schwenningen serve both national
and international clients.

Westphal, Mussgnug & Partner. 
Turning ideas into success
stories.

Workplace
Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany
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